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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
AMENDMENT TO 
GRAND MESA NATIONAL FOREST 
TRAVEL MANAGEMENT PLAN REVISION 
100 MILE PROPOSAL 
Mesa & Delta Counties .' 
Collbran and Grand Junction Ranger D~ncts 
Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and Gunmson 
National Forests 
December 1996 
United States 
Dep · " tlIIent of 
Agn . lture 
'. 
For •• t 
Service 
Dear Concerned Citizen : 
Grand Hua, Uncollpahgre and 
Gunnison National Foreats 
(TTY/'IDD) 
Pile CoM : 1920 
2250 Highway 50 
Delta, Colorado 
81416 
970-874-6600 
970-874-6660 
Dete: Decellber 20, 1996 
This is a copy of the environmental asses Silent for a proposal to amend the 
Grand Hesa National Travel Plan Revision. This docUll8nt analyzes the effects 
of alternatives that could add as much as 100 Diles of off-highway user routes 
to the current Travel Managellent Plan . 
This proposal results from public concerns and COlllllents analyzed after the 
informal appeal resolution process that was linked to the Grand Hesa National 
Forest Travel Plan Revision . 
At the outset of the Travel Plan Revision, the Forest set forth to find a 
better way to manage off· route lIotorized travel on the Grand Mesa National 
Forest. In the process , hundreds of people invested their concerns and hard 
work on the Travel Plan. We appreciate those efforts and hope it is 
recognized that we are still trying to achieve our original goal . 
The 1994 plan reduced the miles of motorized routes from 700 to 400 and 
eliminated "go anywhere" off ~ road. summer travel across meadows I wetland 
areas , and other open areas. Off-route, motor travel enthusiasts charged that 
this plan was too restrictive and; therefore, unfair to them . 
After reviewing their appeals and meeting with appellants I it became obvious 
that we needed to take another look at the extent of the closures - - to see 
if the resource could reasonably accoDlllodate more lIiles of trails . Duri ng 
negotiated settlement of 10 appeals, the Forest agreed to review 100 miles of 
closed routes and to place an array of alternatives before the public for 
comment. In exchange . 10 appeals were dropped from further appeal and 
potential litigation . 
An al t ernate course of action might have been to seek a solution through the 
courts . It does not ~eem to me to be in the public's best interest to spend 
taxpayer dollars on legal expenses in order to get a federal court decree when 
a better decision could be reached locally with the help of people who live 
here . Toward that end, we ask your continued involvement and support . 
The proposed action would focus on operating and D&inta1ning a network of 
roads and trails which would provide a full spectrum of recreational 
opport uni ties . 
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Designated travelways would be signed on the ground and depicted in a new 
Travel Hap. 
Comments on this proposed action will be accepted for a 60-day period 
following publication of a public notice in the Grand Junction Daily Sentinel. 
~:~r comments would be appreciated by March 1, 1997. Please send any comments 
GHNF Travel Plan 
US Forest Service 
2250 Highway 50 
Del ta, CO 81416 
If you have question regarding this proposal, please call Lynn Kolund at (970) 
242-8211 . 
Thank you for your interest in your National Forests. 
Sincerely, 7 /J.-. WE ;41;;i 
ROBERT L. STORCH 
Forest Supervisor 
Enclosure 
BDviromMDt.l "' ••• aaum.t 
to 
Graud ...... tional .. or •• t Travel Kanag--.nt PIau Reviaion 
100 Hil. Propo •• l 
:Introduction 
The purpose of this Environmental Assessment (EA) is to describe the 
environmental effects of a proposal to evaluate reopening approximately 100 
miles of tbe 299 miles of nonsystem routes wbich were closed to motorized use 
by the Decision Notice on the Grand Mesa National Forest Travel Management Plan 
Revision dated December 12, 1994. 
There is a need to undertake this action in order to address an Appeal 
Settlement Agreement signed on July 10, 1995, between the Forest Supervisor of 
the Grand Mesa, uncompahgre and Gunnison National Forests and the Colorado Off 
Highway Vehi cle Coalition (COHVCO). This Appeal Settlement Agreement (ASA) was 
the result of informal disposition meetings held pursuant to Part 215 of 
Section 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations regarding settlement of appeals 
of administrative decisions . This ASA is Appendix A. 
In response to Provision 2 of this ASA, a ll nonsystem routes (299 miles) closed 
to motorized travel were field inventoried by Grand Mesa National Forest (GMNF) 
personnel in the sumner and fall of 1995. See Map 1 for a location of the GMNF. 
As a result, a total of S3 specific routes were proposed as the best routes to 
provide the greatest motorized recreati onal opportunity and to provide water 
users motorized access to their water facili t ies . Each of these 53 routes are 
evaluated in this EA resulting in a range of alternatives . A "No Action" 
alternative is also disclosed. This EA does !lQ.t. affect "over-the-snow" winter 
travel in any way. 
This Bnvironmental Assessment is not a decisio n document . It does not describe 
the decision of the Forest SUpervi sor . 
implementing the possible alternatives 
decision will be stated and explained 
following public review of this EA. . 
This EA discloses the impacts of 
considered . The ~orest Supervisor's 
in the Decision Notice to be issued 
This Environmental Assessment is an amendment to and tiered to the EA for the 
Grand Mesa National Forest Travel Management Plan Revision dated June 30, 1994 . 
That BA focused on the broad environmental effects associated with travel 
management on the GMNF. Copies of the 1 994 EA. are available at GMNF offices. 
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Reed Por Th. Propo_a.1 
The Decision Notice on the Grand Mesa Travel Management Plan Revision was 
signed by the Forest Supervisor on December 12. 1994. one result of this plan 
was that motorized travel wa. restricted to designated routes only . This 
Decision a180 closed 299 miles of existing nonsyatem routes to motorized use . 
Copies of the Decision document are available at GMNP offices . 
The Grand Mesa Travel Management Plan Revision. decision was appealed . As 
required by 36 CPR. Part 215 appeal regulations, informal appeal resolution 
meetings were held with appellants . As a result, the ASA with COHVCO and John 
Martin representing 10 appellants, was signed on July 10. 1995 . Provision 2 of 
this agreement states that the Forest Service agrees to identify and evaluate 
adding to the motorized trail system 100 of the 299 miles of nonsystem tloails 
closed by the Decision . It alBo stated that this evaluation will follow the 
normal public decision process and all environmental laws and regulations ° 
The Appeal Settlement Agreement therefore determines the need as well as the 
narrow BCope of this Amendment to the GMNP Travel Plan Revision Decision . 
The Forest Service proposes to amend the Grand Mesa National Forest Travel 
Management Plan Revision to add to the motorized trail system as much as 100 
miles of the 299 miles of nonsystem routes closed to public motorized travel by 
the Decisi on Notice . The motorized trail system, which could be increased under 
this proposal, is for motorized trail vehicles . Changes in roads open to full 
size vehicles were not considered . A range of routes and mileages may be opened 
to motorized trail vehicles. 
Starting about the middle of July. 1995 , GMNF personnel began to eva luate the 
299 miles of nonsystem routes which had been closed . John Martin , representing 
COHVCO, reviewed the maps of nonsystem routes and delivered an additional set 
of maps to assist in this effort. Criteria to select the best routes were 
discussed at this time, and included: public safety , recreational access , 
minimum construction needs , water user access , completion of motorized trail 
loops , and routes with views and scenic qualities . The field efforts involved 
mapping, field inventory and use of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) to record 
each route on the ground. This field effort continued until late October, 1995 . 
The routes which provide the greatest motorized recreational experience and 
provide water users motorized access to their water facilities were selected to 
be evaluated in this EA . Table 1 displays the evaluated routes . 
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TABLE 1 
PROPOSED ROUTES TO OPEN TO MOTORIZED TRAVEL 
Best routes for recreatioD opporlDnities IUId ",ater- usen access 
-. Ro.te DescriptioD PLANNING Lacdl 
-
AREA" ( .. u.s) 
I From Route 100 to Hollenbeck Reservoir_I Lands EndIJodian Point 1.2S 
2 From Route 100 to Route lOS l.onds EodIIndian Point 2.S 
3 From Route 109 to ~ portioo ofCnme Lake Lands EndIIndian Point 1.9 
4 From Route 113 west to pond in Seclion 36 .\lkaIilK .. ",ah er.dcJ 2.S 
~B .. in 
S From Route 112 '0 Dougbspoon Reservoir Hwy. 65 to Alkali 8asin 1.2 
6 From Route 112 '0 Forest boundary Hwy. 65 to Alkali Basin 0.9 
7 From Route 112.2A _a1"", pipeliaeto Forest boundary Hwy. 65 to Alkali 8asin 2 
8 From Trail_S II to Spring Creel: Reservoir CoonIBulVCononwood 0.7S 
9 From Highway 65 north to Route 254.1&. CoonIBulVCottonwood 1.9 
10 From Route 109 to Clear Lake Ovaiook Lands EndIIndian Point 3.8 
II Portion of Route 110 from intmeclion of Trail 724 to Lands Endllndian Point I.S 
wilen: i. ends .. Dirty Georie Cr<ek heodple ~ing 
north to Route 11 S 
12 From Route 115 looping uound Basin Reservoir ti l back Hwy. 65 to AlJcaJi Basin 1.6 
to Route 115 
13 Spur going west from Route IS9.1b CoonIBulVCoUOnwood 0.5 
14 From Route N159. lb looping bock.o Route *159. lb. CoonIBulVCottonwood 3.7 
15 From Finney Reservoir to Deep Slough Resavoir Hwy. 65 to Trickle Pari< 0.4 
16 From Highway 65 to Route 122 Hwy. 65 '0 Triclcle Pari< 2 
17 From Highway 65 south along Ordwd City pipeline. New Hwy. 65 to AlbJi Basin 5.8 
construction required to connect to Trail #722. then follow 
Trail #722 to end 
18 From Route 122 looping back to Route 122 Marcott Creek to Hwy. 65 1.7 
19 From Route 258 to Route 259 CoonIBulVCononwood I 
20 From Route 121 to Military Park Reservoir Hwy. 65 to Trickle Pari< 3.22 
21 From Route 129 to Pine Resc:rvoir l..wwtt Creek to Hwy. 65 I 
6 7 
TABLE 1 CONTINUED 
22 From Route 129 to Youngs Creek Resavoir #12 Marcott Creek to Hwy. 6~ 2.8 
23 Spur cast from Route 124 near forest boundary Marcon Creclt to Hwy. 65 I 
24 from Route 12910 Eureka Trail ~ 734 Marcott Creclt to Hwy. 65 1.8 
25 from Route 125.1A 10 Trout Lake Marcon Creclt 10 Hwy. G5 1.4 
26 From Route 279.IA 10 N.E. 1/4 Section 33 Sheep FIIlSIY oung Lake 1.8 
27 from Route 27910 Route 279. IA Sheep flllSlY oung Lake 1.52 
28 from Route 279 looping back 10 Route 279 with spur to Sheep FlaWYoung Lake 2 
Anderson Reservoir 
29 Route 121 to Atkinson Reservoir Sbeep flatsIYoung Lake I 
30 From Route 132 to Bonita Reservoir MIttOn CrecIt to Hwy. 65 0.8 
31 From Route 260 to Youngs Lake Sheep Flats/Y oung W :_ 1.2 
32 From Trail #nl~to Cole Reservoir No. I Leroux Creek to Marcon I 
Creek 
33 From Route 127 to Leon Park Reservoir Leroux Creek to Marcon O.s 
Creek 
34 Silver Spruce Trail ~5171O High Trail N515 flalTo~s 6.9 
35 From Route 128.18 to Owens Reservoir looping back to Leroux Creek to Marcon I 
Route 128.18 Creek 
36 From Trail #719 looping back 10 Trail #719 Leroux Creek to Marcon 2 
Creek 
37 From Trail #71910 Routo 128.18 Leroux Creek to Marcott I 
C,..k 
38 Route S 18 to Route SIS accessing Monument Reservoir #2 flalTops 2.61 
39 Sunlight to Powderhorn Trail location to Peters Creek flal Tops 2.65 
40 From Route 266 to Route 265 Stock Driveway Mud HilVRI ad Gulch! 1.5 
Hightower 
41 Loop from Route 266 to Porter Creek: back to Route 266 Porter 5.54 
with spur along West Porter Creek 
42 Route from Buzzard Camp to the top of Porter Mountain, Porter 6.1 
forks to Willow Creek Route 
43 Route 268.1 A to Stock Driveway in Section 23 Mud HilllRoad Gulch! 1.5 
Hightower 
44 Route 265.30 to Muddy Basin Overlook Loop back 10 Route Ruth Mountain 4.25 
277 
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TABLE 1 CONTINUED 
45 l:oop m.n Route 268 to Cox Spring bock to Route 268 Ruth Mounuin 1.61 
46 Route throogh !he Bum COMecting Route 277 ond Route Ruth Mounuin 1.23 
265.30 
47 Route along East Hauxhum Creek ending It Cow Camp a.aJcmcnts 3.4 
48 East Brush Creek Route Battlements 3.03 
49 Route 266.1 A·StocIt Driveway Mud HilllRoad Gulch! 2.4 
Highto_ 
50 Route connecting 281 .1-0 10 Route 264 Mud HilllRoad Gulch! 1.3 
Highto_ 
51 Portion of Route 264 Mud HilllRoad Gulchl 1.4 
Hi~ 
52 Portion of Route 264 Mud HilllRoad Gulchl I 
Hi~ 
53 Route connecting 264 connecting to Route 268.1 A Mud HilllRoad Gulchl 3 
Hi~ 
TOTAL PROPOSED MILES 111.36 
"From GMTP Environmental Auessment 
10 11 
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Location of the Project Ar •• 
See Ma~ 1 for the general location of the GMNP and Appendix D for a map of each 
of the 53 routes proposed. for evaluation . 
bclu.ion. by Appeal S.ttl~t Agre..-nt 
As stated above, the Appeal Settlement Agreement is specific to evaluating 
reopening 100 miles of the 299 miles of Doneyatern trails closed by the DN. The 
following are specifically excluded from consideration in this Environmental 
Assessment in accordance with Provision 2 of the Appeal Settlement Agreement : 
1. . System routes are not reconsidered in this EA. 
2. The 2S lakes and reservoirs specifically closed to public motorized 
access by the DN are to remain closed to public motorized access . (See 
Appendix C for this list.) 
2 . Lake of the Woods Trail and Indian Point will remain closed to public 
motorized access . 
3 . Routes shown as open to motorized travel in the ON will not be 
re-evaluate<! by this EA. . 
Due to the previous specific exclusions, the following proposed routes will be 
dropped from further cOlUlideration in this EA and will remain closed to public 
motorized travel. These routes were proposed after field review without close 
scrutiny of exclusions contained in the ASA. but are outside the scope of this 
amendment. 
1. Route III (1 . 5 miles) A portion of Route #11 is the primitive system 
road numbered 110, called the Pipeline Road . Refer to Appendix B where 
Table E-4 on primitive system roads is displayed . Page E-7 shows the 
Pipeline Road as system road 110 . Provision 2 of the ASA restricts 
conaideration under this EA to noosystem routes only. 
2. Route #17 (S . 8 miles) This trail is a system trail numbered 722 and 
comnonly called Blue Grouse Trail . Refer to Appendix B where Table E-S on 
system trails is displayed . Page B-7 shows the Blue Grouse Trail as system 
trail 722. Provision 2 of the ASA restricts consideration under this EA to 
nonsystem routes only . 
NOTE: System roads and trails are defined by the Forest Service 
Manual as those roads and trails that are inventoried . manage d , 
operated and maintained . Appropriated road and trail dollars are 
available for their operation and maintenance . They are usually signed 
and noted on Forest Service maps . 
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3. ~ (1.9 IIliles) This route accesses Griffith I.ake #1 and 
~d-Griffith Lake which were included in the 25 lakes and reservoirs closed 
to motorized use by the Decision Notice for the GMNF Travel Management Plan 
Revision . Provision 2 of the ASA restricts consideration for motorized 
access of these lakes . (See Appendix C) 
4 . Route '15 (0.4 mile) This route accesses Sheep Slough Reservoir (also 
known as Sheep Lake) which was included in the 25 lakes and reservoirs 
closed to motorized use by the ON for the GMNF Travel Management Plan 
Revision. Provision 2 of the ASA restricts consideration for motorized 
access of this reservoir. (See Appendix C) 
All of the alternatives considered are consistent with the overall management 
direction provided within the Land and Resource Management Plan (Forest Plan) 
for the Grand Mesa. Oncompahgre and Gunnison National Forests . The Forest Plan 
is being implemented as required by the Forest and Rangeland Renewable 
Resources Planning Act of 1974 (RPA, P . L . 93-378) and the National Forest 
Management Act of 1976 (NPMA, P . L . 94-588) . 
The proposed action in this BA would amend the previous travel management 
decision for the GMNP detailed in the December 1994 ON . 
Notification On November 28, 1995, a news release was sent to all of the 
newspapers in the communities adjacent to the Grand Mesa National 
Forest invi ting the public to scheduled open houses in January of 
1996. 
At thia time a two-part postcard was sent to approximately 2, SOO 
individuals, clubs, associations and public agencies on the 
mailing list for the GMNP Travel Plan Revision invi ting them to 
the scheduled open houses . Members of this mailing list ~re also 
asked to return the second part of the postcard if they had 
continued interest in decisions relating to travel on GMNF . 
Open houses were held in Mesa, Delta and Grand Junction on 
January 9 , 16 and 18, 1996 respectively . GMNF representatives 
were available at each open bouse to show interested citizens 
maps of the 100 miles of trail routes selected for further 
consideration . In addition, copies of the Decision Notice for the 
GMNP Travel Plan Revision , copies of the COHVCO Appeal Settlement 
Agreement and other information were available to the public . 
About 225 conment letters were received during the conment period 
which was extended to March 1 , 1996 . Letters were analyzed to 
identify issues. 
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Alternati.,... 
The following .ignificant environmental i.aue. were identified 
through the efforta deacribed above : 
1 . The denaity of adjacent travel routes is a factor when 
conaidering additional miles of syatem roada and trails . 
2 . Motorized acce.. to unre.tricted lakes and reservoirs is 
an advantage to vater uaer. and. recreational fiBhing . 
(Unrestrict~ lake. and reserviors are thoae outside of the 
25 closed to motorized access by the GMNP Travel Plan 
Revision. See Appendix C . ) 
3 . System roada and trail. must provide for public safety 
and protect private property rights . 
4 . Ruman activity impact a wildlife, fisheries, 80ils , native 
plants and habitat . 
5 . O.e of motorized trail routes can affect wildli fe 
movement and i_ct big game hunting. 
6 . Loops and connected routes are important in providing a 
range of motorized recreation opportunities . 
Pour alternative ways of carrying out the proposed action and one alternative 
of taking No Action in this project area were developed and considered in this 
environmental analysis process . The action alternatives build upon each other 
with each alternative evaluating reopening an increaSing amount of routes which 
would become part of the motorized trail system . Selecting which routes would 
be included in which alternative was done using the identified issues as 
criteria . 
Five alternative. (incl·.Jding the No Action alternative) were studied in detail 
and are presented here for consideration in the decision process for this 
proposed action . All action alternative. include the mitigation and monitoring 
measures described below . 
At temati vee 
Considered 
and Analyzed 
In Detail 
Alternative 1. Ho AaaDct.ent to D. Decision 
National Environmental Policy Act procedural regulations 
require the Porest Service to study the No Act i on 
a lternative in detail, and to use it as a baseline for 
comparing the effects of the other alternatives (40 CFR 
1S02 . 14(d). and Forest Service Handbook 1909 . 15 , 23.1 ). 
Under this alternative, none of the proposed routes would be 
reopened to motorized travel . 
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Al.t..na.ativ. 2. OpeD 24 . 58 1111 •• 
Under this alternati ve, approximately 25 miles or 10 of the 
proposed trail routes that best meet the identified issues 
would be opened to public motorized travel . 
AJ.te=aUftI]. OpeD U . U Mile. 
Under this alternative, approximately 50 miles or 22 o f the 
proposed trail routes that best meet the identifi ed issues 
would be opened to public motorized travel . 
AJ.teruative 4. OpeD 75.18 Mil .. 
Under this alternative , approximately 7S miles or 29 of the 
proposed routes that best meet the identified issues would 
be opened to public motorized travel . 
AJ.teruative 5. OpeD 101 . 77 Mile. 
under this alternative, all miles not excluded by the ASA or 
49 of the proposed routes would be opened to motorized 
travel . 
Table 2 displays the list of proposed route. by alternative . Table 3 (page 29) 
list. a compari.on of how each route relates to the i.sues raised during public 
scoping . This comparison was used to rank each pr oposed route , which was used 
in developing the route selections for each al ternati ve . 
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_ .. 
• 
J 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
TABLE 2 
DISPLAY OF PROPOSED ROUTES BY ALTERNATIVE 
O=OpeD RO=R emam closed 
_"'La~ AlterutiY. AlterutiY. AIten.tive AlterutiY. AlterutiY • 
(miles) J 1 ] 4 5 
1.25 RC RC 0 0 0 
2.5 RC RC 0 0 0 
1.9 RC RC RC 0 0 
2.5 RC RC RC 0 0 
1.2 RC RC RC RC 0 
.9 RC RC RC RC 0 
2.0 RC RC RC RC 0 
.75 RC RC RC RC 0 
1.9 RC RC RC RC RC 
3.8 RC RC RC 0 0 
1.5 RC RC RC RC RC 
1.6 RC 0 0 0 0 
.5 RC RC RC RC 0 
3.7 RC RC RC 0 0 
.4 RC RC RC RC RC 
2.0 RC RC RC 0 0 
5.8 RC RC RC RC RC 
1.7 RC RC 0 0 0 
1.0 RC RC RC RC 0 
3.22 RC 0 0 0 0 
1.0 RC RC RC RC 0 
2.8 RC RC 0 0 0 
1.0 RC RC RC RC 0 
1.8 RC 0 0 0 0 
1.4 RC 0 0 0 0 
1.8 RC RC RC RC 0 
1.52 RC 0 0 0 0 
2.0 RC RC RC RC 0 
1.0 RC RC RC RC 0 
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30 .8 RC RC 0 0 0 
31 1.2 RC RC RC RC 0 
32 1.0 RC 0 0 0 0 
33 .5 RC 0 0 0 0 
34 6.9 RC 0 0 0 0 
35 1.0 RC 0 0 0 0 
36 2.0 RC RC 0 0 0 
37 1.0 RC RC 0 0 0 
38 2.61 RC 0 0 0 0 
39 2.65 RC RC RC RC 0 
40 1.5 RC RC 0 0 0 
41 5.54 RC RC RC 0 0 
42 6.1 RC RC RC 0 0 
43 \.S RC RC RC RC 0 
44 4.25 RC RC 0 0 0 
45 1.61 RC RC RC RC 0 
46 1.23 RC RC 0 0 0 
47 3.4 RC RC RC RC 0 
48 3.03 RC RC 0 0 0 
49 2.4 RC RC RC RC 0 
50 1.3 RC RC RC RC 0 
51 1.4 RC RC RC RC 0 
52 1.0 RC RC RC RC 0 
53 3.0 RC RC 0 0 0 
Alternative 2 Total 24.58 
Alternative 3 Total 49.64 
Alternative 4 Total 75.18 
Alternative 5 Total 101.77 
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Mitigation and Monitoring Common To All Alternatives 
Mitigation measures are actiona taken to avoid, minimize, reduce or eliminate 
adverse effects as a result of implementing an alternative . The following 
mitigation measures will be used when implementing any of the al~ernative8 in 
this amendment to the GMNF Travel Management Plan Revision . 
NOTE : Most of these mitigation measures were incorporated in the 1994 
Decision and restated here for information. 
A. Heritage Resource Mitigation 
1 . The GMNF taUst comply with the 1992 amendments to the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NBPA) wherein it is stated that federal 
agencies must consider the effects of all actions on heritage 
resources . The GMNF will comply with the NHPA Section 106 
Implementing Regulations (36 eFR 800) by implementing a strategy to 
address location and protection of heritage re80urces which may be 
affected by Travel Management decisions . All specific changes in road 
and area closures will be implemented by a ·travel order", which in 
turn initiates the appropriate level of evaluation and consultation 
concerning effects to heritage resources . American Indian 
representatives will be consulted to identify properties of 
traditional religious and cultural significance, pursuant to Section 
101 (d) (6) (b) of the NBPA. 
2 . Opening routes in areas which are currently closed could lead to 
increased impact on heritage resources . Where new routes are to be 
constructed or nonaystem routes are to be legitimized by being made 
part of the transportation system. shown on maps , and advertised as 
routes. the Forest Service will do pedestrian surveys on those routes 
and adjacent areas that may have direct, indirect. and cumulative 
effects of changing area travel management (both positive and 
negati ve) . Mitigation plans will have to be approved by the State 
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) and mitigation completed by the 
Forest Service before any routes can be reopened . 
3. The GMNF bas implemented a strategy that constitutes compliance 
with t he National Historic Preservation Act . A predictive model will 
be used to determine t he potential density of heritage sites and the 
po tential damaging effects of the proposed actions on those sites . 
The model will address adjacent site density. slope , vegetation, and 
distance from water . The pedestrian surveys will cover loot o f t hose 
areas determined by these factors. 
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4 . A J,evel I survey conoisting of identifying all previously conducted 
lIurveys and all heritage sites recorded along the proposed travel 
routes was conducted . According to the predictive model which 
addresses the number of sites recorded in or adjacent to the travel 
routes and the route' 8 slope , vegetation, and proximity to water . the 
following table indicates the estimated number of miles " and acres that 
would need to be inventoried for heritage resources . Acres were 
calculated according to a 30 meter wide swath along the routes and 
adjacent acres where secondary ittq)act on likely site areas is 
expected. Changes in Travel Management designation will require 
heritage resource inventory and mitigation prior to implementation . 
Alternative Xil ••• eeding Iuventozv Acre. He.ding Inventory 
0 . 0 0 . 0 
13.2 146.5 
16 . 5 185 . 8 
4 20.5 232 . 9 
5 22 . 4 255 . 5 
The required her! tage resource work will need to be factored into 
out-year budgets and costs paid by the benefitting function. 
B . Other Resource Mitigation and Monitoring 
1 . Stress user education and information as management tools to in!orm 
the public of appropr .... ate uses, ethics and interactions with other 
recreational groups . 
2 . Information on user ethics will be distributed through active user 
groups and clubs to achieve compliance. Under Provision 12 of the ASA . 
COHVCO, through its members and member clubs , will continue to educate 
off -highway vehicle recreationist& about the importance of resource 
protection on the GMNF. 
3 . All special use permittees and easement holders (i.e . water users , 
livestock operators , utility compar. ies, etc . ) will have continued 
access to their approved operations/facilities . The Forest Service 
will not deny access for permit/easement holders; but the agency has 
the responsibility to regulate access just as it does in logging and 
mineral exploration/development operations . The Forest Service can 
direct where access routes will be and how they will be maintained and 
opera.ted. Other considerations include the following : 
A. Under the 1994 Decision. all routes used as permittee access 
became part of the forest transportation system. Some routes were 
closed to public motorized travel and will be signed, ftAuthori~ed 
Traffic Only" . 
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B. Onder many ex.iating permit_/ea.ement operators are required ':0 
submit an annual operating plan to the Forest Service for 
approval . These annual operating plans need to outline what work 
will be done. when, how and by who . Access routes that will be 
used also need to be identified. 
C. If a permittee requires a different mode of transportation 
than is aliowed the general public . the Forest Service will issue 
a Road Use Permit, at no charge. Road Use Permits detail 
operation and maintenance responsibilities . 
4 . All Class I (high hazard) dams will have an Emergency Action Plan 
which describes the access routes and responsible personnel. Pursuant 
to 26 CPR 261 . 50 (e), each of the following is exempted from travel 
regulations : 
A . Persons with a permit specifically authorizing the otherwise 
prohibi ted act or omission . 
B . Any Pederal. State or local officer or member of an organized 
rescue or fire fighting force in the performance of an official 
duty . 
5. Special travel authorizations will be issued to disabled 
individuals to allow use of motc.rized access in areas where their 
means of transportation does not conform with travel regulations. but 
safety and resource concerna '«'uld allow such access . Applicants will 
have to meet the same criteri a currently used by the Colorado Division 
of Wildlife for their Permanent Handicapped Hunter Permit application . 
6. Designated travel ways will be posted , signed on the ground and 
depicted on a Travel Map . A new Travel Map was printed in 1 995 . 
Within 12 mon~ followipg the fiDal di!pOsition of all appeal. and 
litigation relating to the deciaiop on tbi .... nd:MDt. a corrected 
Travel Kep w111 be printed. and circulated for .al • • 
7 . Trail rights - ot-way needs will be evaluated and pursued as needed. 
to enhance public access . 
B. Unsurfaced, low standard or primitive roads will be classified as 
"Authorized Open Roads", in accordance with the State of Colorado' 8 
off-highway vehicle law, making it legal to ride Wllicensed vehi cle s . 
such as ATVs and dirt bikes. on these roads . These roads will serve as 
linkages to trails open to motorized travel and be. part of the 
available trail networ k . State OHV registration fWlds could be 
available to defray maintenance costs on these routes . 
9 . The Forest Supervisor will close r oads , trails and/ or areas where 
significant resource damage is occurring , by special order . Federal 
Regulation 36 CPR Part 261 prohibits damage to the land , wildlife or 
v eget ative resour ces . 
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10. Road and/or trail cons truction, reconstruction and use in key 
wildli fe habitat areas will be regulated and mer ; tored to p r event loss 
of security areas and to provide key habitat c omponents important for 
maintaining the overall integrity of specific habitats . (i.e. 
transitional ranges, calving areas, nursery areaa, cavity nesting 
areas, plant colonies and spawning and rearing si tes) . 
11. Prevent permanent and/or repeated displacement of 
wildlife/fisheries througb route and parking area locations and design 
standards specific to needs within an area , seasonal timing provisions 
on use, type of use , area avoidance , modification of stream crossings , 
re-establishment of key habitat components , environmental information 
and partnerships with users. 
12. Identify and minimize parallel roads/trails, especially those 
dissecting ridge tops and/or drainages which act as barriert> to 
wildlife movements in times of increased forest visitor use. 
13 . Avoid and/or rehabilitate plant cormnmities wbich have been 
dissected with roads or trails causing a change, loss or diminished 
function of the plant community. 
14. Relocate system routes to minimize or avoid disturbance to soils, 
unique/relic plant cormruni ties and wet areas. Stream crossings will 
be appropriately fortified on system routes . 
IS. Use signing to inform the public of routes open to public 
motorized use . Identify which routes are open to each mode of travel. 
White arrow symbols will be posted to identify the designated open 
route when multiple routes are visible on the ground . 
16. Environmental analysis associated with new special use permits 
will document the projects effects on heritage resources and 
threatened and endangered species. 
17. Route densities will be managed at levels which move the watershed 
toward meeting Forest Plan objectives . Monitoring will be established 
to evaluate and administer these object i ves . 
18. The nonsystem routes which are not selected by this amendment will 
be rehabilitated and not managed as part of the non-motorized GMNF 
transportat : on system. 
Monitoring travel management practices and use will be done to determine if 
mitigation measures are being effective o r if additional actions need to be 
taken to avoid, minimize , reduce or eliminate adverse effects as a result of 
implementing an alternative . 
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bvi:r<J1:meDtal C0D.8eqDenc •• 
This EA ill tiered to the "Environmental Assessment for the Grand Mesa National 
Forest Travel Management Plan Revision" - J une 1994 . Specifically, on pages 
39-91 of that document general Environmental Consequences of traTel management 
options, as well as effects specific to the alternatives evaluated in the 1994 
EA. are presented . What follows here under "Comparison of Alternatives" is a 
discussion of the environmental effects unique to each route being considered 
in this EA. 
The social consequences of each alternative tend to be determdned by the type 
of recreation a user enjoys . Alternative 1 would be moa t positive to 
non-motorized users and Alternative 5 would be mast posi tive to motorized 
users . Recreation use estimates indicate that motorized rccreationists 
outnumber non-motorized recreationists on Grand Mesa . The GMNF is about 
350,000 acres in size with many miles of motorized vehicle routes and no 
restrictions on hiker, horseback or mountain bike use . As all recreation use 
increases on Grand Mesa, the need for user information and education to inform 
the public of appropriate uses, user ethics and interactions with other user 
groups will increase . 
The economic consequences of each alternative are based on a number of 
assumptions. SOme displacement of users could occur with resulting impacts ' to 
local dependent bu.8iness . The Forest Service could incur costs to bring a 
particular route up to standard and add. it to the transportation system . These 
costs could include heri tage resource surveys and threatened and endangered 
species surveys. Costs could also be incurred to close a nonsystem route, which 
might include ripping, seeding, waterbarring and blocking . Annual maintenance 
costs would eventually be more than the one-time closure cOst . It was assumed 
that the costs of reopening and bringing up to standard would compare to the 
costs of clos i ng and. rehabilitating the nonsystem routes included in this 
analysis; the refore, no economic impacts were considered . 
C "'mIpariaon of Alternative. 
Table 3 shQWS a comparison of how each route proposed for motorized travel 
relates to the identified issues. The aggregate value is an indicator of how 
well the proposed route addresses all of the issues and WaS used to rank 
proposed routes for the five alternatives. It was used as an index and does not 
reflect the positive or negative merits of a particular proposed route . 
In selecting routes for each alternative, those with the highest aggregate 
values (more positive values) were selected first. Longer routes with the same 
a ggregate value were then selected and ranked higher than those wi th a shorter 
length. Shorter rl' ,ut- - typica.lly have higher cost per mile to sign , manage and 
maintain and wer" last routes selected for inclusion in the alternatives . 
Those issues that are not applicable or were not identified for a given route 
(as indicated by a 0 in table 3) a re not addressed in the following route 
descriptions under each alternative. 
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TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF ISSUES AND PROPOSED ROUTES 
+ = positive impact - = negative impact O=noimpact 
ROUTE Iu.e 1 lDae2 lIAe3 la.e4 ..... 5 lDae6 ~GGREGATE 
_tt Reservoir Sartlyl _Dret Wildlife Loops # DtasIIy Ace ... Privott ... .,.et Movemtllt VALUE 
Property 
+ 0 
+ 
+ 0 
0 o. 
9 XXX 
10 
II XXX 
12 0 
13 
14 
15 XXX 
16 
17 XXX 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
26 27 
TABLE 3 CONTINUED 
29 o 
30 
31 
32 
33 + 
34 + 
35 + + 
36 + 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 o 
49 + 
50 
51 
52 
53 
xxx -Dropped from further consideration 
28 29 
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Alternative 1 - No ~t to D Deciai01l 
None of the proposed routes would become system routes open to public motorized 
travel . No additional loops or connecting routes for improved motorized 
recreational opportunities would be provided. . 
This alternative would not increase tbe density of motorized routes and no one 
specific proposed route would create a density concern within a local area . In 
accordance with the 1994 ON, the 299 miles of nODsystem routes would be 
rehabilitated and closed. There i8 the possibility that aome of these routes 
could be utilized by hikers , horseback riders and mountain bikers because they 
are not restricted in where they travel ; however, they are encouraged to travel 
on established routes . 
No additional motorized access to lakes and reservoirs for recreational users 
would be provided. Recreationists who would like to fish or camp at lakes or 
reservoirs with no public motorized access would continue to travel by foot, 
horseback or mountain bike to these areas . 
There would be no new concerns over public safety or protection of private 
property rights . No additional human activity WQuld be distributed by 
motorized vehicles with resulting resource impacts. No additional wildlife 
movement and big game hunting impacts would result from use of nonsystem routes 
by motorized vehicles. 
Alternative 2 - Open 24.58 Hile. Approximately 25 miles, or 10 of the proposed 
trail routes with the most poSitive impact s r elated to the issues would be 
opened to public motorized travel under alternative 2 . 
The following routes were selected for this alternative - See Appendix D for 
maps of each route . 
Route #12 - From road 115 looping around Basin Reservoir #1 back to 115 -
1 . 6 miles (aggregate value 0) 
This route loops around three of the Basin Reservoirs within 1/2 mile 
of the main Granby Road . This route would require extensive rock work 
to be brought up to system trail standards because there are several 
slide areas . This area is also boggy and marshy until early fall . 
This route would need to be relocated to avoid these wet areas . The 
Basin Reservoirs are intermittent and are not recreational fisheries. 
Use of this route would put users at the base of a steep slope which 
big game use for hiding cover . Increased human use could impact 
wildl i fe movement . 
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Route .20 - From road 121 to Military Park Reservoi r - 3 .22 miles 
(aggregate value 0) 
This route begins near Crag Crest campground and proceeds east past an 
unnamed reservoir, across a vet meadow to Muskrat Reservoir, then 
continues to Military Park Reservoir, and ends at Trickle Park Road 
121 . Route .20 parallels Trickle Park Road about 1/2 mile to the 
north. Trickle Park Road is presently closed to ATV travel for public 
safety reasons and would have to be designated open for OHV travel 
back to Crag Crest campground to create a loop. The wet meadow area 
has standing water until late sURtner , which provides waterfowl 
habitat . Boreal toad tadpoles have been fOWld in ponds associated 
with Muskrat Reservoir . The route would need to be relocated to avoid 
wet areas . Muskrat Reservoir is not a recreational fishery due to 
seasonal water fluctuations . This area is used by big game during the 
sunner. Motorized use of this route could impact wildlife movement in 
the area . 
Route 824 - Prom road 129 to Eureka Trail 734 - 1 . 8 miles (aggregate value 
0) 
This is a route that ties three existing system motorized routes 
together to create additional loops in this area . The motorized route 
density would be increased to 4 . 5 miles within a 4 square mile area . 
Route #24 would provide a second access route to Carbonate Camp 
Reservoirs 6 & 7 (Hay Park Reservoirs 1 & 2). These reservoirs are 
not recreational fisheries but are managed for waterfowl habitat . 
This route crosses several marshy and boggy areas that remain wet al l 
summer and fall . The route would need to be relocated to avoid the 
wet areas. 
Route #25 - From route 125 . lA to Trout Lake - 1.4 miles (aggregate value 0) 
This route accesses Trout Lake, which has been historically stocked by 
the Colorado Department of Wildlife . A short section of this route 
near Cabin Reservoir is flooded requiring a reroute . Due to snow 
depoSits, sections of this trail are impassable Wltil late sumner . 
Route #27 - Prom road 279 to road 279.lA - 1.52 miles (aggregate value 0) 
T~is route accesses Michaelsen and Carpenter Reservoirs making a loop 
wl.th 279.lA . These reservoirs are intermittent and not recreational 
fisheries. This route has several stream crossings that are causing 
erosion and need to be fortified . Down trees across the trail and 
hazard trees adjacent to the trail need to be removed . In open meadow 
areas past users have been avoiding bog holes and are widening the 
trail, which is causing vegetation and soil impacts. The trail route 
needs to be relocated to avoid these wet areas . 
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Route .32 - From trail 718 to Cole Reservoir '1 - 1.0 miles (aggregate 
value 0) 
This route proceeds along Chipmunk (Doughty 11) Reservoir to Cole 
Reservoir '1. Chipmunk Reservoir is managed as a rearing pond by the 
Colorado Division of Wildlife for stocking Marcott Creek . Cole 
Reservoir '1 is a modified natural lake stocked. with rainbow trout . 
This trail needs several waterbars to improve drainage and bring this 
route up to standard . It also needs earth work , tree removal, 
obliteration of merging side trails and relocation out of areas of 
standing water. 
Route .33 - From road 127 to Leon Park Reservoir - 0 . 5 miles (aggregate 
value 0) 
This proposed route would follow an old jeep trail northwest of road 
127 to the 80uth end of Leon Park Reservoir . This reservoir is 
intermittent and is not stocked . Route #33 travels through wet 
sections which would require drainage structures to bring it up to 
standard . Trail 717 , which is only open to hiking and horseback use, 
ties into the north end of Leon Park Reservoir . 
Route #34 - Route from Silver Spruce Trail 517 to Higb Trail 515 - 6 . 9 
miles (aggregate value -) 
This route is an established winter snowmobile route . Where possible 
sumner and winter trails are given the same location to establish a 
pattern of use . The snowmobile club presently gets special 
authorization in the sunmer to maintain trail wands on this route . 
Route #34 would create a loop with both the Silver Spruce Trail and 
the High Trail . The west trailhead for the Silver Spruce Trail 
presently has no right-of-way easement on private land and Route #34 
could provide an alternative route around the private land . Route 134 
also bisects the Flattops area, which is a concentrated use elk sunmer 
range . This route travels through meadows wi th many wet areas and 
would need to be relocated . Forested areas with dense blowdown and 
hazardous standing dead timber would require extensive cutting and 
removal. 
Route #35 - From road l28.1B to OWens Reservoir and looping back to Green 
Mountain Trail 719 - 1 . 0 miles (aggregate value O) 
This route would create a short loop which accesses Owens Reservoir 
and returns to the main road at Bailey Reservoir . Both Owens and 
Bailey Reservoirs are recreational fisheries . This route is in an area 
of higher trail and road density. This route would require down timber 
clearing to bring it up to motorized trail standards . There are also 
several bad stream crossings that would need work or relocation to 
reduce erosion and public safety concerns. 
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Route .38 - Route from Monument Trail 510 to High Trail 515 - 2.61 miles 
(aggregate value 0) 
TL~8 route would create a long loop with the above two trails, and 
because of its proximity to Route #34 discussed above, would also 
allow travel from the Monument Trail to the Silver SpruC!e Trail. 
Route 138 also bisects the Flattops area and passes through elk 
concentrated awmner use areas , similar to Route #34 . Route #38 
acce.see Monument Reservoir '2. which is not a fishery. There is only 
a faint sign of this route along most of its length . It passes through 
several marshy and boggy areas that remain wet during the sumner and 
fall . This route would need to be relocated to avoid these wet 
areas . The Muleshoe Creek crossing would need to be improved to bring 
it up to motorized trail standards . 
Alternativ. 3 - OpeD. 49464 Mil.. Approximately 50 miles or 22 of the proposed 
routes would be opened to public motorized travel under alternative 3. 
This alternative includes the routes previously described under Alternative 2, 
plus the following additional routes. See Appendix D for maps of all proposed 
routes . 
Route II - Prom road 100 to Hollenbeck Reservoir '2 - 1.25 miles (aggregate 
value -) 
This route goes from the Landa End Road 100 to Hollenbeck Reservoir 
'2 , which is managed for municipal/irrigation use . Hollenbeck 
Reservoir is not a fishery . proposed Route '2 is about 1/2 mile east. 
adding to trail density in the area. The location of this trail is 
mostly flat with sections of standing water until late summer . This 
route would require drainage structures to bring it up to motorized 
trail standards . 
Route #2 - Prom road 100 to road 105 - 2 . 5 miles (aggregate value -) 
This route ties the Anderson Reservoir Road with the Lands End Road, 
ending at the Raber cabin site . There is a parallel route 1 mile east 
(Route .1), adding to route density . This route travels past Deep 
Creek Reservoir and Anderson Reservoir , which are managed for 
municipal and irrigation use . Currently. OHVs are not allowed on 
Lands End Road due safety concerns with high speed vehicle traffic . A 
short section of Lands End road between this route and road 100 to the 
east would need to be designated open to OHVs to create a loop . Route 
#2 travels through relatively flat terrain with several hazardous 
stream crossings due to sinkholes and bog areas . Standing water and 
tall grasses along this route milke it difficult to follow Uld will 
require improvements and relocation to bring it up to motorized trail 
standards. 
Route #10 - Prom road 122 looping back to road 122 - 1.7 miles (aggregate 
value -) 
Route #10 creates a loop with road 122 . It accesses Boyd Reservoir 
and Womack Reservoirs '1, 12 and '5 . The Womack Rese!Voirs are not 
recreational fisheries . A section of this route crosses- the dam. for 
Boyd Reservoir and would need to be relocated . This trail is rutted 
and has wet and boggy areas that would need drainage structures and 
may require relocatino . 
Route #22 - Prom road 129 to Youngs Creek Reservoir 12 - 2 . 0 miles 
(aggregate value - ) 
This route begins on road 129 at Ryan Reservoir , travels near Little 
Grouse Reservoir and ends at Youngs Creek Reservoir #2. These 
reservoirs are currently managed as cutthroat trout fisheries . This 
route travels through marshy and boggy areas which remain wet 
throughout the summer and fall , and was historically closed because of 
these wet areas . The route may need to be relocated to avoid wet 
areas and may need to have seasonal use restrictions to a void wet 
peri ods . 
Route #30 - Prom road 132 to Bonita Reservoir - 0.0 miles (aggregate value 
- ) 
Thi s route accesses Bonita Reservoir. It would need to be relocated 
because it crosses the dam, which could have potential impacts to 
private property . A large bog hole at the 1/2 mile marker caused 
users to develop a new route up steep sections to a cattle trail that 
ends 75 yards above Bonita Reservoir . These steep sections are 
considered a public safety hazard and would need to be relocated. 
Route #36 - Prom Trail 719 looping back to Trail 719 - 2 . 0 miles (aggregate 
value -) 
This route creates a short loop from the Green Mountain Trail, 
beginning in Government park , heading south and west , and ending back 
on the Green Mountain Trail. Opening this route in combination with 
other proposed routes in this irrmediate area (Route #35 and #37) would 
increase the motorized route density . Route #36 passes through an 
areas used for elk calving, which may require seasonal restrictions to 
avoid conflicts with big game activity . This route needs down tree 
removal and has some steep rocky sections . Sections with bogs and 
s tanding water exist along this trail which would require drainage 
s tructures. This was a section of the original Green Mountain Trail 
which was abandoned for the above reasons . 
Route #37 - Prom Trail 719 to road 120 . 18 - 1. a mile (aggregate value -) 
This short route forms a loop which parallels the Leroux Creek Road 
128 . It terminates at road 120 .18 near Elk Wallows Reservoir . which 
is not a recreational fishery . Route #37 crosses several streams which 
would need erosion control structures to protect the stream fishery . 
This route was once closed to reduce the impacts to the stream 
fishery . 
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Route #4U - Stock driveway from road 266 to road 265 - 1. . 5 miles (aggregate 
value -) 
This route connects the old Buzzard Creek Road (which i s closed to 
full size vehicles because of s lope instability problems) to the newly 
constructed Buzzard Creek Road . The new Buzzard Creek Road is 
presently closed to OHV use due to safety concerns wi th higher speed 
vehicle travel, but would be designated open to create a loop route . 
This route needs down tree removal and erosion control structures to 
reduce erosion where it is rutted . This route c rosses a spring area 
and would need to be relocated to avoid this wet area. This is an 
area of higher route density. During swrrner months, use by cattle 
along this route impacts the trail tread . 
Route '44 - Road 265 . 30 to Muddy Basin overlook looping back to road 277 
4.25 miles (aggregate value -) 
This route travels through the "burn" along the Muddy Basin overlook, 
into No Good Park and back to road 277 . This route travels through 
elk calving and deer fawning areas . Seasonal restrictions on the time 
of use may be needed to reduce potential impacts to big game activity 
in the area. Route #44 travels mostly through moderately steep open 
meadows with many areas of standing water until late sunner . Earth 
work and erosion control structures would be needed to relocate and 
bring this route up to standard. This route would form a loop with 
proposed Route #46. described below. 
Route #46 - Route through the Burn connecting road 277 with road 265. 3D -
1 . 23 miles (aggregate value -) 
This short segment ties two dead end roads together and fom s a loop 
with proposed Route #44 . Road 265 . 30 is located on the Gwmison 
National Forest and has no restrictions to OW travel. Route #46 
travels through an elk calving and deer fawning area . Seasonal 
restrictions on the time of use may be needed to reduce potential 
impacts to big game in this area . This route travels mostly through 
open meadows . There is a creek crossing that requires erosion control 
work . Drainage structures and earth work are needed where the route 
travels across unstable slopes . 
Route #48 - East Brush Creek Trail #504 - 3.03 miles (aggregate value - ) 
This trail is well marked on the ground but is not a system trail. It 
completes a loop with the Battlement Trail and is incorrectly mapped 
on the new Grand Mesa travel map as presently open to motorized 
travel . This trail has a lot of down timber and hazard trees which 
would need to be removed. It also needs to have a few large rocks 
removed and waterbars installed . This route has some steep , difficult 
sections on the north end and water crossings need fortification . 
This trail should have been designated as a motorized trail in the 
1994 DN, but due to an apparent mapping error nearby Bald Mountain 
Trail 258 was designated instead . Bald Mountain Trail is hard to find 
on the grounc. It receives a lot of large conifer blowdown and is used 
most l y by range permittees on horseback . 
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Route 153 - Route connecting 264 and 268.1A - 3.0 miles (aggregate value -) 
This route connects two road segments along Hightower Mountain and 
travels along the GMNP and White River National Forest boundary . The 
area north and east of this route on the White River National Forest 
is presently closed to motorized travel due to slope instability . 
This route would complete a loop with existing routes around Hightower 
Mountain . Motorized use of this route could affect spring and fall 
wildlife movement . Route '53 travels through aspen timber with 
standing and down timber that would have to be removed . Rock removal 
and erosion control structures are needed in several areas . especially 
the creek crossing on the southeast end . 
Alternative 4 _ OpeD 75.18 Mil •• Approximately 75 miles or 29 of the proposed 
routes would be opened to public motorized travel under alternative 4 . 
This alternative includes all routes previously described under Alternatives 2 
and 3, with the addition of the following . See Appendix D for maps of all 
proposed routes . 
Route #3 - From Road 109 to Crane Lake - 1 . 5 miles (aggregate value - - ) 
This route consists of a jeep road to Crane Lake and then a 
"two-track- ending .,t the rim overlook. It is in an area of higher 
l.·oute density . Drainage structures are necessary to repair areas of 
washouts and rutting. This route may need to be relocated to avoid 
wet areas . 
Route #4 - From road 113 west to pond in Section 36 - 2.5 miles (aggregate 
valUe - - ) 
This is an established jeep road with several dispersed camping sites 
along its location. Routes from it lead south to public land 
administered by the BLM. Route #4 is in a dry rocky area with most 
past use occurring during hunting season . This route is in big game 
winter range and a seasonal c losure to motorized use after December 1S 
may be needed to reduce potential impacts to wintering animals. 
Route #10 From road 109 to Clear Lake o" <!rlook - 3 . 8 mi les (aggregate 
value - -) 
This route travels fl.'om the Flowing Park Road to the Clear Lake 
overlook and is an existing jeep road. This route forms a loop with 
road 109 . 2B , wbich returns to Flowing Park Road. It is in an area of 
higher trail density . Route #10 crosses several boggy areas and is 
difficult to locate at the south end , The route would need to be 
relocated to avoid the wet areas. Erosion control structures on the 
sidehill section would be nee ded and rutted and washed out areas are 
in need of repair to bring this route up to motorized trail standards . 
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Route #14 - From Road 159.1D looping back to Road l59.l.B - 3 . 7 miles 
(aggregate value - -) 
This route forms a loop off road 159 . 1D along Cottonwood Creek Basin. 
There are some safety concerns due to the challenge it represents to 
the motorized user because of steep terrain . This route travels 
through and area of elk summer concentrated use . Motorized use may 
need to be restricted seasonally to reduce potential impacts to big 
game activity in this area. Drainage structures are needed at water 
crossings . The east end crosses a drift fence which is critical to 
spring livestock management. Some mitigation would be need t o prevent 
impacts to livestock. management . 
Route #16 - From Highway 65 to Road 122 - 2.0 miles (aggregate value - - ) 
This route begins at Ward Creek Reservoir and travels east to the 
Womack Road 122 . It presently crosses the dam and outlet works which 
would require the route to be relocated off the dam . This route is in 
an area of higher trail density , and additional routes are also 
proposed nearby (Routes #15 and #18) . This route would not create a 
loop because OHV travel is not allowed on Highway 65. Route #16 is in 
good condition except for the need to remove down timber. 
Route #41 - Loop from Road 266 to Porter Creek and back to Road 266 with a 
spur along West Porter Creek. - 5 . 54 miles (aggregate value - -) 
This route forms a loop around the north and east side of Two Peak . 
It crosses Porter Creek. twice. These crossings would need to be 
brought up to standard to reduce erosion and public safety concerns. 
The spur southwest off road 266, near West Porter Creek has evidence 
of numerous dispersed camps . Past use has created ruts along some 
sections which will require drainage structures . This route is wi thin 
an elk calving area . Seasonal restrictions on use may be needed to 
reduce the potential impacts to big game activity in this area. 
Route #42 - Route from Buzzard Camp to Porter Mountain south to Willow 
Creek - 6.1 miles (aggregate value - -) 
This route accesses the top of Porter Mountain and forms a route 
parallel to Buzzard Divide Road, between Buzzard Camp and road 263 . 
It is incorrectly shown as open to motorized use on the new Grand Mesa 
travel map. This route is within an elk. calving area . Seasonal 
restrictions on use may be needed to reduce potential impacts to big 
game activity in this area. This route would need drainage 
structures, down timber removal and a short reroute to bring it. up to 
motorized trail standards . 
Alternative 5 - Open 101. 77 Miles Under this alternative all proposed miles 
not excluded by the MA, or 49 of the 53 proposed routes would be opened to 
public motorized travel . 
All r outes previously described under Alternatives 2 , 3 and 4 are included i n 
this alternative in addition to those described below . SLe Appendix D for maps 
of all proposed routes. 
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Route #5 - Prom :--")ad 112 to OOughspoon Reservoir - 1.2 miles (aggregate 
value --) 
This route goes from the main Doughspoon Road 112 to Ooughspoon 
Reservoir, which is a recreational fishery. This is a second access 
into this res ervoir and forms a loop with an open road which accesses 
Doughspoon Reservoir from the south . Route'5 would need to be 
relocated to avoid crossing the dam. Sections crossings wet areas may 
need relocation or drainage structures . There are several dispersed 
camping sites along this route . A small earth slide along this route 
would need to be stabi lized. This route is in big game winter range 
and use may need to be restricted during winter months to reduce 
potential impacts to big game. 
Route #6 - Prom Road 112 to Forest Boundary - 0 .9 miles (aggregate 
--- ) 
value 
This short route terminates on private land . The creek. crossing would 
need work. to reduce the erosion potential . This route is in big game 
winter range and use may need to be restricted during winter months to 
reduce pt')tential impacts to big game . 
Route #7 - From Road 112. 2A to Forest BOWldary - 2 . 0 miles (aggregate value 
--- -I 
This route follows the Ooughspoon pipeline and terminates at the 
Forest boundary . The pipelin~ is exposed along sections of this 
route. There is potential f or damage to the privately owned pipeline 
or t r espa.ss on private laud . This is an area of higher route density, 
and addition of this rout e, as well as Routes #5 and #6 (above) would 
increase the density . This area is big game winter range , and use of 
this route may need to be restricted during the winter to reduce 
potential effects to big game . This route has several washouts and 
large rocks in the trail which would need to be brought up to 
motorized trail standards. 
Route #8 - From Trai l 511 to Spring Creek. Reservoir - 0 . 75 mile (aggregate 
value --) 
This short route accesses "'oring Creek Reservoir which i s prese ntly 
breached and not holding water. It could provide dispersed camping 
opportunities . Past use has created bog holes that would need drainage 
structures or the route may need to be relocated to avoid these wet 
areas . Thi ; route is within an e l k. sumner concentration area and 
timing restrictions may be needed to reduce potential impacts to big 
game. 
Route #13 - Spur West from Road 159.1B - 0 . 5 mile (aggregate value __ ) 
This route originates in a meadow a t a four way intersection with 
proposed route #14 and road 159 . 1E' . This intersection would be 
difficult to close. Route #13 enris at a dispersed camp site . This 
route is located within an e.l.k summer concentration area . 
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Route #19 • Prom Road 258 to Road 259 - 1.0 mile {aggregate value - -} 
This is a short loop along Big Meadows Reservoir. It is in an area of 
higher trail density. It does cross two small dams on Big Meadows 
Reservoir with the potential for private property impacts and may need 
relocation. It provides several dispersed camping sites. The origin of 
this route near the Big Meadows dam would be impassable in the spring 
when the water level is high . 
Route #21 - From Road 129 to Pine Reservoir - 1 . 0 mile (aggregate value --) 
This short route accesses Pine Reservoir off the Hay Park. road #129 . 
Pine Reservoir is too shallow to support fish populations . This route 
is close to proposed Route #22, and is in an area of higher trail 
density. There are several marshy and boggy areas in this trail that 
remain wet through summer and fall and may require relocation . 
Standing water in this area provides breeding habitat for amphibians . 
The route would also need to be relocated to avoid crossing the Pine 
Reservoir dam. 
Route #23 - Spur East from Road 123 - 1.0 mile (aggregate value --) 
Thi& short apur originates off the Old Grand Mesa Road 123 , just 
inside the Forest boundary. The proximity of Route #23 to private 
land represents a potential for trespass . This route appears to have 
been used by full size vehicles and has two dispersed campsi tea along 
its location. There is it small pond and swampy area at the end of this 
route , which would need to be avoided . 
Route #26 - From Route 279.lA to NE 1/4 of Section 33 - 1.8 miles 
(aggregate value ----) 
This route spurs off road 279.1A and terminates at an overlook into 
Grove Creek Basin . It terminates within 1/4 mile of private land and 
has some trespass potential . This route is within an elk summer 
concentration use area and motorized travel could have some impact on 
wildlife use in the area. This route needs drainage structures. 
standing dead and down trees removed and work at the stream crossing 
to bring it up to standard . 
Route #28 - From road 279 looping back to road 279 with a spur to Anderson 
Reservoir ~ 2 . 0 miles (aggregate value - -) 
This route forms a loop off road 279, accessing Labbe and Anderson 
Reservoirs . It has bad rutting for the first 1/2 mile due to a lack of 
drainage structures and crosses numerous wet areas and may require 
relocation. A large creek crossing needs work on both sides to reduce 
public safety concerns and erosion . The inlet at Labbe Reservoir may 
not be passable when the reservoir is full . The trail crosses an 
allotment boundary with potential cattle management problems . This 
route lies within a proposed timber sale and portions may be: used for 
timber harvest access . 
Route #29 - From Road 121 to Atkinson Reservoir - 1.0 mile (aggregate value 
--- ) 
This route comes off the Trickle Park Road 121 would be a second or 
lower access to Atkinson Reservoir . It would provide a small loop 
with road 114. This route presently crosses the dam and·outlet works 
and would require relocation . Many large bogs exist in this route, 
which may require drainage structures or relocation . 
Route #31 - From Road 260 to Youngs Lake - 1..2 miles (aggregate value - - ) 
This route passes by an unnamed reservoir and terminates at Youngs 
Lake . This would be a second access to Youngs Lake and would form a 
loop with road 279 . A portion of this route follows a constructed 
ditchbank under special use permit, which is a privately owned 
improvement . The north end of Route #.31 passes through a bog area 
then travels up a steep area with large rocks in the route . Sections 
along the sidehill would need improvement to reduce safety concerns . 
Approximately 1/2 mile of this route would be underwater a portion of 
the sunwner . 
Route #39 - Sunlight to Powderhorn Trail location - 2.65 miles (aggregate 
value ----) 
This route parallels the Monument Trail within less than 1/4 mile 
resulting in higher trail density concerns . This route is the winter 
location of the main S-P Trail and the snowmobile club is authorized 
to maintain wands during the swrmer . It would be desirable to have 
winter and swrrner routes on the same location to establish single use 
patterns . It may be possible to relocate portions of the Monument 
Trail along Route #39. This route dead ends at the Gunnison National 
Fore!!t in Peters Creek. 
Route #43 - Road 268.11\ to Stock Driveway in Section 23 - 1.5 miles 
(aggregate value --) 
This route would make a connecting loop with an existing stock 
dri veway and a spur off trail 264 . There is potential this route 
could be connected to proposed Route #53 (described cUnve) . 
Designating this route would ~ncrease trail density in an area that 
currently has a high route density . Drainage structures and tread 
leveling on sidehill sections would be needed to bring this route up 
to motorized trail standards . 
Route #4. 5 - Loop from Road 268 back to Road 268 - 1 . 61 miles (aggrega te 
value -- ) 
This short loop goes to the forest boundary and returns to road 268. 
Distance between the two legs is l e ss than 1/2 mile wide . This route 
follows an old timber harvest road which was relocated and clos ed to 
prevent siltation of Cox Spring. Reopening thi s r out e may 
re-establish siltation problems. The south leg of this loop travels 
through an open meadow on moderately steep terrain . The no rth leg 
t rave ls through aspen stands with dead standing and down timber in 
ne ed of removal . 
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Route '47 - Route along Sast Hawxhurst Creek - 3 . 4 miles (aggregate 
value ---) 
Thia route originates at the Hawxhurst Cow Camp which would be an 
attractive nuisance to vandalism of private property. It parallels the 
Bawxhurst Trail 1/2 mile to the west and would provide a loop to the 
Battlement Trail 527 . Use of this route along the creek could affect 
wildlife movement . The north end of this trail is overgrown and 
difficult to find. Drainage structures, rock remc:>val and leveling of 
t read on sidehills would be needed to bring this route up to motorized· 
trail standards . 
Route 149 - Route 266 . 1A Stock Driveway - 2 . 4 miles (aggregate value ---) 
This route is an old stock driveway connecting the old Buzzard Creek 
Road 266 with the new Buzzard Creek Road 265. It is in an area of high 
route density . It would deliver OHVs onto road 265 which is not open 
to OHV uae due to public safety concerns with higher speed vehicles . 
To create a loop route, & abort section of the new Buzzard Creek Road 
265 could be designated as open to ORVs , and users could return to 
r C'ld 266 via proposed Route '40 (see discussion above) . 
Route .50 - Route Connecting 281.10 to route 264 - 1 . 3 miles (aggregate 
value --) 
This route connects to an existing gas well road and follows a gas 
pipeline . Due to historic gas explorati on activity, this area has a 
higher route density . It does provide a loop which parallels the 
Buzzard Creek road 265 about 1/4 mile away . At its origin along the 
stock driveway, heavy oakbruah would require some clearing. At the 
west end there is a small earth sl i de that restricts safe passage and 
a relocation may be required . 
Route # 51 - Portion of Route 264 - 1 . 4 miles (aggregate value - -) 
This route is closed by the White River National Forest (WRNF) at its 
origin on road 270. It follows the Forest boundary and the area on the 
WRNF side is presently closed to off -route motorized travel . In 
discussions with WRNF managers, motorized use of this route is not 
inconsistent with their management as long as use is contained on the 
trail . This route is in an area of higher route density and narrow 
sections are presently not safe for public travel . It would provide a 
loop with a parallel route less than 1/4 mile to the west . 
Route #52 - Portion of Route 264 - 1 . 0 miles (aggregate value • -) 
This route follows some very steep sections of the powerline road 
which has public safety concerns for the average rider . It is in an 
area of higher road density but does provide a loop to tie sections of 
road #264 together. This route has small earth slides in two areas 
which will need to be cleared to bring it up to standard. 
Steve Hinchman - We. tern Slope BDergy Re.earch Committee 
Dent. B . Hall - Gwmbon Badn Biodi verd ty Proj ect 
Glenn Heigenfind - Motorcycle Trail Riding Aa.ociation 
X&nd& Gordon - lfilderue.. Study Group 
Steve Boyle - Biologic Reaearch and COll8ulting 
Michele Gangaware - Sierra Club. Mount Soprie Group 
Jon! Clark - High Country Ci tizena Alliance 
Re.n.zo DelPiccolo - District Manager, Colorado Divi.ion of Wildlife 
John Martin - Colorado Off -Highway Vehicle Coalition 
Jim Miller - Colorado Division of Wildlife 
Roger Lowry - Oi.trict Manager, Colorado Division of Wildlife 
Bill Hamann - Colorado Mountain Club 
Rocky Smith - Forest Bcology COOrdinator, Colorado Environmental Coalition 
Bd Maraton - High Country He ... 
Bob Clark - Colorado Di vie ion of Wildlife 
Numerous private individuals 
Vickie Boesch - District Ranger Collbran/Grand Junction District 
Lynn Kolund - District Recreation Staff Officer 
Kathy Abramson - Wildlife Biologiat 
Loren Paulson - Outdoor Recreation Planner (Trails) 
Tom Sierzega - Recreation Technician 
Sally Crum - Archaeologist 
Shari Laukai tis - (seasonal) Travel Ranger 
Bob Borchardt - (aea.onal) Travel Ranger 
Brian Rush - (seasonal) Travel Ranger 
John Smith - (seasonal) Travel Ranger 
Tom Condos - Forest Engineer 
Frank Robbins - Transportation Planner 
Patrick (Doug) Marah - Forest Trails Coordinator 
Jeff Burch Porest Planner 
Carol Howe - Writer/Editor 
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APPBAL SETTLBMBNT AGREEMENT 
PllIAL - JULy 10, 1995 rl'\,I\lr", 
SETtLEMIIIT AGUEMEIIT U .. m,,1,...I.J COPY 
Thil Settl_nt Agre_nt iI _de thio 10"111 day of JuI4' , 1995, by and between the UIIlrED STATES POUST SaVICE 
( "USPS" ) and the COLOIADO OFF BIGllVAY VEHICLE COALITION 
( "COBVCO" ), and JOBH HARTIN repreeenting varioul appellanto a. 
n_d below. 
RECITALS 
A. USPS, through the IIIlderoi ... ed Porelt Supervilor, illued 
a December 12, 1994, Decioion Rotice and Pinding of Ro Si ... ificant 
Impact on a revilion to the Grand Hela Rational Porelt Travel Plan 
(the "Decioion"). The Decioion cloled appr_Uly 299 ailel of 
nonlYltem traill and !.po.ad other re.triction. on ..,torized 
recreation in the Grand Ke .. Rational Poreat ("GHIIF"). 
B. COBVCO filed a t~ly administrative appeal of the 
Decision pursuant to 36 C.P .11.. Part 215. 
C. AI a result of informal dilpooition meetings held 
pursuant to 36 C. F • R. Part 215, the parti.. wioh to reaol ve the 
issues raised in the COBVCO appeal of the: Decision as described 
herein. 
D. COBVCO, through its .pokeaperoon John Hartin,- is the 
desi .... ted representative of the following appellants in this 
settlement: Blue Ubbon Coalition, Motorcycle Trail Uding 
Association of Grand Junction, Timberline Trail Riders, Inc .• 
Robert Stickler. and other •• 
E. In consideration of the mutual proaailea contained herein . 
the parties agree as follows: 
AGREEIIEIIT 
1. In the 1995 ..... r .e .. on and winter season of 1995-1996 
thru June 1, 1996, USFS will not erect clolure sigos on any roads 
or trails in the GMNP required to be closed to motorized 
recreational use by the Decision. All road./trails closed by the 
Decision will be closed administratively but not sigoed as closed 
until after June 1, 1996. 
2. Upon execution of this Settl .... nt Agreement, USFS will 
begin to identify and ev.luate re-opening to motorized 
recreational use .) 100 mil .. of the 299 aile. of nonsystem trails 
elaled pursuant to the Decision: and b) thOle vater uler access 
roads and trails in the GHNF nece • • ary to acce.. their water 
f ac i lities . This evaluation of water uler routes does not include 
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the 25 lakes and reservoirl specifically closed by tbe Decision . 
Hore Ipecifically. potential routes to be evaluated would be the 
100 ailel that provide the ..,at recreation opportunity PLUS those 
"ater uler routel that are not already delilDated under tbe 
Decilion as open . Ie-evaluation of routes sbown al open in tbe 
Deciaion is not contellplated as part of this proce ••• 
The Porelt Service will, in consultation with COBVCO, ito lM!lDbers 
and lOeIIber clubl, identify and propose the 100 IIliles to be 
evaluated; The Forelt Service "ill, in consultation vith Water 
C~lliODers and vater ulera. identify and propole the "ater user 
routes to be evaluated. Lake of the Woods trail and access to 
Indian Point will not be re-evaluated in this process . 
The USFS will reach its decision concerning the IDOtorized 
recreational use of the roads and trails described in this 
paragraph (2) through a public decision process in compliance with 
the Hational Environmental Policy Act and all other applicable 
la". and regulatioDs . Motorized recreational use of such roads 
and trails shall constitute tbe proposed action under 
consideration in this process. USFS will use its best efforts to 
reach its decision no later than January 1, 1997 . 
3. The remainder of the 299 miles of non-system trails 
viII be reexamined by the USFS at sucb time as the entire Travel 
Management Plan is revised. The date for such revision is 
unspecified, would not coincide with Forest Plan revision and is 
not in tbe near future. 
4 . Upon execution of this agreement, the following 
administrative appeals of the Decision are hereby withdrawn: 
Colorado Off Highway Vehicle Coalition 
J ohn Martin (all appeals signed by John Martin) 
Blue Ribbon Coalition 
Gary Sheldon 
Colorado 500 
Don Riggle 
Robert Stickler 
Timberline Trailriders, Inc. 
Motorcycle Trail Riding Association of Grand Junction (Charles 
Sweet) 
Dan Blanlcenship 
Conditional upon the USPS fully complying with the terms of this 
Agreement, COBVCO shall waive its right to pursue any judicial 
relief from the Decision. 
s. COHVCO and tbe Forest Service will work. together and with the 
public to develop and strive to achieve a ·plan for 
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iapl_ntation' that will continue open knowledge of the detaill 
of iapl .... nting this decision. 
6 . COBVCO vill caule to be delivered, frca available inventory 
held by the Colorado Divilion of Parkl and OUtdoor Recreation and 
purchaaed witb Colorado OBV regiatration fund ami.l. up to 5,000 
canonite den POlto to be uI.d for the purpooe of iapl_nting 
the Decilion candltent with the te ... of thil Agre_nt. Such 
den POlto Ihall be uled with denl that do not deny public acce .. 
to Poreat roadl and trail.. COBVCO ahall caule lucb lian pOlta to 
be delinred to any GIIIIF office within a re .. onable tiae after 
receiviD& a written requelt frca the QOIF Porelt Supervisor. 
7. COBVCO, through ito .... n and _r clubs, will continue 
to educate off-highway vehicle recreationilt. about the iaportance 
of reaource protection when enjoying motorized recreation in the 
GIIIIF , 
8 . COBVCO "ill vork with itl lM!lDben and member clubs to enhance 
cooperation "ith USPS and a .. ilt such clubs in appl ying for 
additional Colorado OBV registration fund IIIOnies to enhance 
off-highway vehi cle recreation in the GI!IIF. 
9 . In the event either party breaches this Agreement, tbe 
nonbreaching party shall be entitled to the remedy of specific 
performance, unless such performance is precluded by .ome judicial 
decree or mandate. Jurildiction and venue for enforcement of this 
Agreement shall be in the United States District Court for the 
Diltrict of Colorado . 
10. The undersigned represent and varr&nt that he is authorized 
to enter into this Agreement on behalf of the party he represents. 
and that all necessary corporate or goveIlUDe1ltal action has been 
taken by such party to bind such party to the terms hereof . 
:~ 
Robert L. Storch 
Forest Supervisor 
Grand Mesa, Uncompahgre and 
Gunnison National Forests 
HIGHWAY VEHICLE 
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APPENDIX B 
TABLES 
OF 
SYSTEM ROADS AND TRAILS 
Portions of Appendix E 
of the 
Grand Mesa National Forest Travel Plan Revision 
AppendixE-
Tables of System Roads and Trails 
TAii.E ~ Primitive s,-. ..... witIa JII'OIIa.d ......... ill ..... ...._t trABu~ Primitive Sy-. ...... wttIa PI'CIPa.d ......... ill ..... .......-t 
ac.d~ No. l=c Alt.l Alt.! AIU AltA s-d~ No. =at A1t.1 Alt.! A1tJ1 AIt.C 
ClWDedA... 100.2C 2.00 C C C 0++ ~IICSIoacb 2M.lA 6.00 0 0 0 0 
c;;;J Creek Balin 101 L30 0 0 0 0 Twin Bum RHenoir 2M.lB 1.&0 0 0 0 0 
&wmi1l 11M 1.&0 0 0 0 0 
ADaenon JIMerwir Spur C 1011.1C G.36 C C C 0++ 
Forty Acre Lake Rd. 2116.lA 0.40 0 C 0 0 
Lab No. 4 S1.lE LlO 0 C 0 0 
~n JIeanair No. 6 1011.ID 0.80 C C C 0++ 
MKhett Cow CamP 109.lB D.6O 0 0 0 0 
~V .... 2I58.lA 0.80 0 C C 0 ~_Mtn. S8.lC 1.10 0 NM ItT 0 
c;;.Lab 109.1C LOO 0 0 0 0 W.bbFlata 2116.ID 2.00 0 0 0 0 
FlowiDc Puk Overlook 109.28 0.10 C C C 0++ 1I_ Pipelln. 2119 !LOll 0 ItT 0 0 
~. UO 3.00 0 0 0 0 Cottonwood Cow Camp 259.lA D.3O 0 C ItT 0 
~ UO 1.10 0 C C 0 [&.u.KoIe 259.lB LOll C C C 0++ 
112 &.80 0 0 0 0 
D;it;c.bin U2.2A 2.00 0 0 0 0 
~CowCamp 1l2.2B o.ao 0 C 0 0 
~ ll2.2C D.6O 0 ItT 0 0 
[\VilJow 283 UO 0 0 0 0 ~Puk 283.lA UO 0 0 ItT 0 ~Iondo Ute PowerIiDe 264 1.40 C lIT lIT ItT ~SparAl 26Ul D.6O C lIT lIT ItT 
~ U3 2.00 0 0 0 0 SparA2 264.A2 0.90 C lIT lIT lIT 
~nJleanair U4 4.10 0 C 0 0 
~ 115 UO 0 0 0 0 
UttJ;a.m U&.lC 0.40 0 0 0 0 
Old Seal .. Lake 119 LOO C C C 0++ 
~ 'nmberSele 12UB 0.60 C C C 0++ 
IhkCreek 12UC 0.91 C C C 0++ 
.. - SIaa&h 122 3.00 0 0 0 0 
'orat Lake Rd. 124 0.40 0 C C 0 
[P;kc.bin 125.lA D.3O 0 0 0 0 
II.aoLab 121 UO 0 0 0 0 
~Lab 121 8.00 0 0 0 0 
~Iby Bonepuk 1IaNnoiI 121.2A D.6O 0 C C 0 
ID._ JIeanair l28.lA UO 0 0 0 0 
Ismn.!. Decker l28.1C D.2O 0 0 0 0 
IEnm.ton Creek l28.1P 2.90 0 0 0 0 
iGraJ IIeeemIir l28.1B 0.20 0 0 0 0 
!Brockman ~ l28.1.1 L40 0 0 0 0 
IIndiul Poim 130 UO C C C 0++ 
IcedarMaa 132 1.30 0 0 0 0 
1Mid-Griflith Lab 249 0.90 0 0 C 0 
SparA3 264.A3 L10 C lIT lIT lIT 
~SparA& 28UIi 3.40 C ItT lIT ItT 
iLowDPIB 266.2C 3.011 0 0 0 0 1Baam-d Cow Camp 26UD 0.70 0 C 0 0 ~PIB 266 9.10 0 0 0 0 ~&.d 266.2A 0.40 C C C 0++ Bam.on 286.2B 0.10 C C C 0++ !DrY 0-Creek 288.lA L'7Ii 0 0 ItT 0 ~GuJch 210.lA LO 0 ItT lIT 0 
IsiltSparB 210.lB 2.16 0 0 0 0 IMwIdBill 211 6.00 0 0 0 0 ~wxbnnt 213 D.6O C C C 0++ ~BIUD 211 6.00 0 0 0 0 ~FIata 2'l]I 4.60 0 0 0 ( . ~ ... 219.13 3.10 0 C -C 0 IH-- 280 3.40 0 0 0 0 ~SbMpCreek 28LlA L90 0 0 lIT 0 ~a-pCreek 28LlB 2.00 0 0 0 0 !North a-p Creek 28L1C LBO 0 0 0 0 ~Creekridp 28Ll» LlO 0 0 0 0 
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TABLEE-4. Primitive~""wHh ~"""'batnnl ___ t
a-dNII.- No. ~ Ah.1 Alt.2 AWl 
North Lobe Creek 399 LOO C C C 
TOTAL l82.89 
TOTAL OPEN 1311.06 103.M 116.71 
TOTALa.o&ED 2'1.83 S.TI 22.67 
TOTAL~ 0.00 2$.-Mi 23.51 
NON-ftazm 0.00 3.10 0.00 
o • OPEN to JDGtorUed UId IIDD-motoriud tndBc. 
0-. OPEN tomotoriDdUld IIDD-~ tndBc"'~u1e work 
mmplettM. 
C • CLOSED to motoriad tnIBc, ope tollDD---.! tnfIIc. 
MT .. MOl'ORlZED 'mAIL, ope to motoriud tniJ wbideI uuI 1IOD-1IIIItorized a.ftic. 
NM • NON-MOl'ORIZED'mAIL, ope oaJy to_atGriDd traftIc.. 
A1t.4 
0-
148.99 
0.00 
13.90 
0.00 
PapE·9 
~ ~ 8y.tem 1nilawitla pro ...... c:laapaba tnnI----. 
'1ftIlN_ No. ~ Alt.1 Alt.2 
~PoiDt 130 4.150 NM NM 
~utBench 1501 7.00 NM NM 
~I.Iut 1502 LI50 BO BO 
~ r..u.. Shore Ttail 1503 LI50 BO BO 
lLaJre.«.th.Wooda 1506 11.90 MT NM 
l!!aDBuin Ii07 3.00 MT lIT 
~r.u. 1509 0.&0 lIT NM 
Cram Re.nair 1111 3040 NM lIT 
~Creek 1114 3.20 lIT NM 
Inch 11111 9.90 MT MT 
Silnr Spruce 1117 12.00 lIT lIT 
1Moaam_ 1118 13.00 lIT lIT 
lBaszanl Park 1119 4.150 lIT lIT 
~BoIe 1126 3.00 NM NM 
~1. Ttail IiZ1 19.30 MT lIT 
IBaJd MoamaiD G28 3.00 lIT lIT 
IBruab Creek Ii29 3.IiO lIT lIT 
~wzImnt &30 4.00 MT MT 
~MouDtaiD &31 4.00 MT MT 
~ Ii32 3.IiO lIT lIT 
~ 646 4.150 MT MT 
IBIadtPiDe 1147 2.70 MT MT 
~eDeIonls M8 L90 MT lIT 
Buin 700 3.20 NM NM 
jco.lCreek 702 9.00 NM NM 
~CreekBuin 703 4.80 NM NM c-:-:-:- 7011 LOO NM NM 
iKanuh Creek 706 8.30 NM NM 
iSPnncc.mp 707 7.10 NM NIl 
IBluawb 707.lA LOO NM ~ .. '11 
IDdian PoiDt 708 3.00 . NM NM 
~Creek 709 LtO NM NM 
Carnat Creek 710 4.00 NM NM 
~er.t 711 6.80 BO BO 
~er.tLoop 711 3.150 NM NM 
PapE-10 
t 
A1t.S A1t.4 
NM NM+ 
NM NM+ 
BO HO+ 
BO HO 
NM NM+ 
MT MT 
NM MT 
MT MT 
NM MT 
lIT MT 
lIT MT 
lIT lIT 
lIT lIT 
NM NM+ 
lIT MT 
MT MT 
lIT lIT 
lIT MT 
MT MT 
lIT MT 
MT MT 
MT MT 
lIT MT 
NM NM 
NM NM 
, _ NM NM 
I NM NM 
NM NM 
'.NM NM 
NM NM 
NM NM 
NM NM+ 
NM }1M 
HO BO+ 
NM NM+ 
AppmIdisE 
!TABLE B-1. ~ 'JftDa with JII'O.-ed ~ iD __ m ...... t frAiLE E-L By.-. 'JftDa with pro ............ iD tnwl __ • t 
Tnil~ No. ~ Alt.l AJt.J AI&.3 AltA Tnil~ No. l=e Alt.l AJt.1 AI&.3 AltA 
Ie .. en.t Spar 7lLlA 4.00 HO HO HO Ho.. 
ie-mrood 712 2.60 NM NM NM NM+ 
I&il.meDt Tr.n 1\27 LOO lIT lIT NM lIT 
imPuk 720 2040 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
Ic-mrood 712 LOll NM NM NM NM+ TOTAL 2&2.00 
It-d Of Lakes 713 o.ao HO HO HO Ho.. TOTAL IIIO'l'ORmm lli9.20 l32.9O l32.10 lliO.40 
trwmIMe 714 0.30 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
baman Point Stadt Drive 7lli 9.00 NM NM NM NM+ 
IsiuY 716 0.30 NM NM NM NM+ 
II-IMe 717 1.80 NY NY NY NY+ 
NO~ 'l8.3O lO4.60 100.20 aLSO 
TOTALIIIKER ONU lUG lUG 18.50 18.50 
M~a..B 0.00 0.00 11.20 11.20 
1ceUr .... 718 3.&0 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
Iar-MRmain 719 13.60 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
ImPuk 720 o.ao NY NY 101 NM+ 
721 L80 lIT NM lIT lIT 
IB .... Groa. 722 4.30 lIT 101 101 lIT 
IGnnbr IWk 'b8iJ 723 2.00 101 101 NM NM+ 
IBaD ud Brown '124 2.00 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
lBan ud Brown 1A '724.1A 2.00 lIT lIT NM lIT 
~an ud Brown 1B '724.1B L80 lIT NM lIT lIT 
IPomt Camp 726 3.00 lIT NM MO Mo.. 
jDrapOEr '726 uo lIT NY MO Mo.. 
~ m uo NY NIl NM NII+ 
Ic-mIMe '726 LOO NM NM NM NM+ 
!DeeP Slouch 729 L60 NM NM NM NM+ 
!Bat Leon (G.1 Dial 730 2.60 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
!Bat Leon (COL Dial 730 6.00 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
iWtClwlce 731 3.00 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
iBDa 732 2.00 lIT lIT lIT lIT 
jcGlambiDe 733 2.00 lIT lIT in' lIT 
jwudIMe 7" 0.70 HO HO BO Ho.. 
~ Ma. DiIccrrery 7411 0.30 HO HO qo HO 
IQup'JbWanl 746 0.30 HO HO NO HO 
~Spur 746 0.10 HO HO HO HO 
IcarPLab 747 0.20 HO HO HO HO 
itU-lLab 748 L60 HO HO HO HO 
Icnc'JbCup 749 LlO HO HO HO HO 
jcIICbe Cnek 903 UO lIT lIT NM lIT 
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APPI!IIDIX C 
2S Lakes and Reservoirs 
closed to Motorized Access 
by the 
Grand Mesa National Forest Travel Plan Revis i on 
...... DlDL rLNI 
~ U .. Ll:8T 01' ~ 25 LaKD Am ... avoDli CL08D 'II) ~ J.a2IIB 
n 'I'D ..., -. ftAVD. "D~ u.:%aZc. 
l. . Bl.ue Lak. 
2. Butta Lak .. 
3 . opper Jlggl ... ton Lake 
4 . Pinney CUt Lake 11 
5 . Pinney CUt Lak.. .2 
6. Leon Peak ae ... rvoir 
7 . The PecU R .. .arvoir tl 
8 . The PecU Re .. rvoir .2 
9 . Sheep Slough Re ... rvoir -
l.0. Blk Park ae ... rvoir 
ll. . South Me.a Lake 
ItamIah cn.Jt lIDit 
crag Cr ... t Trail lIDi t 
liard Lake lIDit 
Trickl.. Park lIDit 
MIl.. Lake. lIDi t 
7 . 7 adl ... acc ... . 
1.3 adl.. acc ... . 
o . 4 ail.. acc ••• 
1 . 0 adl •• ace ••• 
1.5 ail •• ace ••• 
0.5 aile ace ••• 
o . a .aile ace ••• 
0 •• aile ace ••• 
0 . 2 to 0.4 adl. acc .... 
0.4 aile ace ••• 
o . 5 llil. ace ••• 
12 . Loat Lake 1.0 llil.. ace ••• 
13. Lily Lake COttonwood lIDit 0.6 adl. acc ••• 
l.4 . Kenney Creek Lake Leon lIDit 0.3 adl.. acc .... 
l.S. Clear Lak.. The Granby'. unit 0 . 8 adl.. ace ... 
16 . Rim Rock Lake I.land Lak .. lIDit 0.5 adle acce •• off of road '115 
l. 7. Griffith Lake 11 - Bull BaaiD lIDit O. l. adle foot acc ... off sa .65 
18. Middle Griffith Lake 0.6 adle acce •• off sa .65 
l.9 . Pedro auervoir - Jlggle.ton unit 0.2 adles acc ... off of trail 1124 
20 . Littl .. Grouse Re.ervoir 0.2-0 . 8 adle acc .... off of trail '124 or 7l.9 
21. Stell Lake l.. 5 acc .... off of road 112l. 
22. Ba.t St.ll Lake - Trickl. park unit - 1.1 adl .. acce •• off of road , 12l. 
23. Twin Lake .2 .. eir " Jolmaoo 0 . 4-0.6 adle acc ... of of 1126 
24 . Bull Creek Reaervoir 12 2.7 adle. acc ••• trail .506 
25 . Bull Creek Reservoir n 2.8 adl ... acc.... road 1506 
APPBRDIX D 
.. ' 
- . 'l'& 
P~ RIlII'rE flO 
1IZscUPTI~' . rze. F, S~· 'ROate 109 to Clear 
LUe o".rlook~·· 
UlMG'rlh 3.8 llile. 
LOCA'l'IClh BeU. KitcbeD 5 Me •• Lak •• 
Qua4raDgle. 
T. 12 5 •• R. 96 lI. 
PKlPOSED RlUTE 
Frc:a F. s. Route flll9 to lower 
portiOD of crane Lake. 
IZIJG'l'II: 1.9 llile. 
LOCM'ION: Belle Kitchen Quadrangle fdJ 
T. 12S •• R. 96 lI. 
PRlPOSED ROOTE 
. _ IESCRn'TIOII: Fran F . S. Route 
\ . ~ ::'; in section 36 .. 
Vi LElIGTII: 2.5 miles 
l2:-' ! LOCATION: Indian Point QUadrangle 
. _. .. T. 13 s .• R. 92 w. 
r-... . _ .. , , 
PR)l>OSED ~ IS 
'IIESC!liPTICIi : FrCIII F.S. Route 1112 to 
oouqhspoon Resenoir 
IEIIGl'11: 1.2 aile. 
LOCATICIi : Hells ntchen ~ Indian point 
QUadrangles 
T. 13 5 • • R. 96 Ii. 
P_OSED ROUTE 16 
From F .5. Route 1112 to Forest 
boundary 
. 9 ailes 
Hells ntchen QUadrangle 
T 13 5 .. It. 96 w. 
PKPOSED ROOTE 19 
From Highway 65' north to 
F . S. lIoate 1254.1&. 
=::.. l.!.:l~:, Quadrangle ~ '1. 
T . II 5 •• it. 96 ,!,. . IJ 
-----_~:a/.l.J. j 1..- . ...... . 
PROPOSED ROIlTB 18 
IlESCIUPTION: From Trail, IS11 to Spri'ng' " 
creelc Reservoir 11 
LENGTH: : 75 ail'es 
LOCATION : Mesa Lal<es Quadrangle 
T. 11 5 . , R. 96 Ii. 
PIIOPOSED IQJ'1'E IU 
IESCRIPTIClI: Fro. F. S. Route 1115 looping 
around _in IleMrvoir 11 back to RDute IllS . 
UIIIGTII. 1.6 II1le. 
LOCATIClI: Ma .. Lakea , Bells Xitchen 
Quadrangles 
T . U S •• R. 95 W. 
PKlPOSED . ROOTE III 
DESCRIPTlOO, Portion of primi ti ve road 1110 
fro .. intersection of Trail 724 to where it .~ 
ends at Duty George creek headgate proceeding~ 
north to F.S. Route illS. V /,i 
LERGTB, 1.5 1I11es ~~i' 
LOCATIOO, Bells Xi tchen Quadrangle r f.( ?' . , 
T. 12 S •• R. 95 W. (0 I '. ~ J 
~ DESCRIPTlOO : Deadend spur going west from 
I F.S . RDute W9.lb 
" LENG'1'II , .5 miles 
LOCATION, Mesa Lakes Quadrangle ( / 
T. 11 S •• R. 95 W. vi) 
PROPOSED ROUTE 114 
From F . S. RDute Cl,59.lb looping 
back to F.S. Route U59.lb. 
miles 
Mesa Lakes Quadrangle 
T. 11 s., R. 95 w. 
PROPOSED ROU'l'E 115 
IESCRIPTZON : Prom FiMey Reservoir 
Slough Reservoir. 
LENGTH: .4 miles 
LOCATION: Grand Mesa Quadran'lle 
T. 12 S., R. 95 W. 
\ 
: DESCRIPTION : 
~ IZNG'l'H : 2.0 miles 
, LOCATION: Grand Mesa Quadran'lle 
T. 12 S., R. 95 W. 
- , "I I-"\: 
PROPOSED ROI1l'E 
DESCRIPTION: From Highway 65 south alon'l 
Orchard City pipeline. New construction 
required to connect to Trail 722, then follow 
Trooil 722 to end. 
LENGTH: 5.8 miles 11 
r.oC:ATlON: Grand Mesa, Cedaredge: & Hells 10 

DESCUPTI<M: 
LENGTH: 
LOCATI<M: 
\ 
~ . • L __ 
DESCRIPTION : 
, LENG'DI: 
LOCATION: 
DESCRIPTION : 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
....... -.....;.,,:,. / -' ..J'. 
PROPOSED ROUTE #20 
FrOIl 1'.5. road 121 to Ililitary! 
Park Reservo!!' 6 
3.22 llilea , .. 
Grand Mesa Quadrangle 
T. 11 S . , R. 94 W. 
From F.S. 129 to Pine 
Reservoir 
1 '1Ii1e 
GrAnd MeSA Quadrangle 
T . 125., R. 94 W. 
PROPOSED ROUTE #22 
Fro.':1'.5. 129 to Youngs ,Creek ' 
Reservoir #2 
2.8 llilea 
Grand Mesa Quadr1!Dgle ' 
T. 12 S., R. 9411. 
DESCRIPTION: 
LENGTH: , 
LOCATI<M: 
'-' ,'''-
PROPOSED ROUTE #25 " ,' . ,' ,~, 
!'rom 1'.5. 125.lA to Trout Lalt , ~ 
,<J..Jl llilea ;'" , 
Grand liesa Quadrangle . . ~ ',;. 
T. 125." R, 94 W. r.:-
! 
PROPOSED ROUTE 124 
DESCRIPTION: From F.5. Road 129 to 
EurekA Trail '734 
LENGTH: 
'r.ocATlON: 
1iJ 
1.8 miles 
Grand MeSA Quadrangle 
T. 125., R. 94 w. 
DESCRIPTION: 
PROPOSED ROUTE #26 
From F.S. 279.1A to 
Section 33 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
DESCRIPTION: 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
1. 8 lliles 
Collbran Quadrangle 
T. 10 S. and T. 11 S., 
W. 
PROPOSED ROUTE ' 27 
From F .5. road 279 to F . 5. 
road 279,lA 
1. 52 lliles 
Collbran and Grand Mesa 
Quadrangles 
T. 11 S., R. 94 W. 
\" ~ ( I ·~ .. \ \\~ ~}" ..l 
DESCRIPTION: 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
#28 
From F . S. road 279 looping 
back to F.S. 279 with spur to 
Anderson Reservoir 
2 miles 
Reservoir 
, 
! 
, 
, ( 
I ;.~· 
..... 
DESCRIPTION : 
Reservoir 
LENGTH: . . 8 .mile 
LOCATION: . Leon Peak Quadrangle 
or;· 11 S •• R. 94 W. · 
- . '-... .9._ . ... . ~ . __ ~ : .. _ _ ._~ .. ,; •. _ ... ~:. : . , .• : • .. . 
PROPOSED ROUTE 129 · .. .. ,. <, 
DESCRIPTION: P.S. 121 road to Atltinson :: ~ , · ~r 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
Reservoir . ._:.--. 
1 lII1le 
Grand Kesa Quadrangle 
T. 11 S.. R. 94 W. 
PROPOSED ROUTE H 31 
DESCRIPTION: From F.S . Route 1260 
Youngs Lake 
LENGrn, 1.2 miles 
LOCATION: Leon Peak Quadrangle 
T. 11 S., R. 94 H. 
D£SCRIPTICtI : FrOlll Trail 71 to COle 
RBaervoir No. 1 
LENG'l'H: 1. 0 mile. 
LOCATICtI : Leon Peak Qwldranqle 
T. 11 S •• R. 93 w. 
DESCRIPTION: Silver Spruce Trail 115 17 t o 
High Trail 1/ 515 
LENGTH: 6.9 miles 
LOCATION: Vega ~eservoir Quadrangle 
T. !o S .• R. 93 W. / 
1? 
PRlPOSED KlUTE 135 
[E5CRrP'rlai: From F. S. Route 1l28.1B to OWens 
Reservoir looping back to 128.IB. 
u:NG'l'II: 1.0 miles 
LOCATlai: Chalk IIoWltain QUadrangle 
T. 12 S •• R. 93 w. 
DESCRIPTlai: From Trail 
Trail 719 
lEIIGTII: 2.0 miles 
LOC:ATla. : 0la.lJc. Mountain & Gray Reservoir 
Quadrangles 
T 12 S •• R. 92 w. 1b 
Route from F.S. 518 
Accessing Monument Reservoir 
2.61 miles 
Chalk Mountain and Porter 
Mountain Quadrangles 
T. 10 S. and T . 11 S .• R. 
PROPOSED rouTE .40 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
Creek 
2 .6S miles 
Chalk Mountain Quad ; ang le 
T. 10 S. and T. II • R . ..I 
and R. 93 w. 1~ 
. . From P.S. Route '266 to P.S. 
! DESCRIPTlOO . Route .265 Stock Dnv"",ay. 
\ LENGTH: 1.5 .miles dransle LOCATlOO: Rl.qhtower Qua 
T. 9 S •• R. 92 W. 
ESCRIPTION: 
L--- r f/ 
~ .. ",',0, , , ~) ,·t \t-fH.Tr':Tf;'h7~~~~~+-r--i--,..4d~~ ~"" . . . . , PROPOSED ROUTE 04 1 
~'.>' .;.' nESCRIPTION: Loop from 1'.5. 266 to :.. Creek back t o F . S . 266 LENGTH: *1 LOCATION: 
DESCRIPTION : 
~ LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
~,, --j -_._---
Route from Buzzard Camp 
top of Porter Mountain, 
to wiuow Creek Route 01 
6.1 miles 11 
Porter Mountain Quadrangle 
T. 9 S . and T. 10 5., R. 91 W. 
\ ' DESCRIPTION : 
i; 
1= " c 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
PROPOSED ROUTE 
268.1A to Stock Driveway in 
Section 23 
1: 5 miles 
Hightower Mountain Quadrangle 
T. 9 S.. R. 92 W. 
DESCRIPTION: it~~~;-~~nnecting F . S. 264 and 
F.S . 268.1A 
3 miles 
Hightower Mountain Quadrangle 
T . 9 S •• R. 92 W. 
.~I'.~"" V/ ),. /'r~~'":;::;S 
PROPOSED ROUTE #44 
DESCRIPTION , 
DESCRIPTION: 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: DESCRIPTION: 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
<:;-{ 
Route along East Hauxhurst 
Creek ending a t Cow Camp 
3.4 miles 
Bauxhurst Creek Quadrangle 
T. 8 S .• R. 95 w. 
j 
DESCRIPTION : 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
East Brush Creek Route 
3.03 miles 
South ?iamm Quadrangle 
T. 8 S •• 1\. 93 W. and R. 94 W. 
PROPOSED ROUTE 151 
DESCRIPTION: Portion of F. S. Route J264 
LENGTH: 1. 5 miles 
LOCATION: Hightower MoWltain Quadrangle 
T. 8 S., R. 92 W. (; 
- I :v-: . F\~~· 
+~-1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ~~ ~~~~~f-~~~~t+~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
• '-- _""':' _ " k~ 
PROt=~D ROUTE '50 
Route co~'ecting F.S. 281.1-0 
to F.S. 264 
; LENGTH: 1. 3 miles 
LOCATlOO: Hightower Mountain Quadrangle 
T. 9 5., R. 92 w. 
---.... 
PROPOSED ROtn'E .49 
DESCRIPTION: F. S. Route 266.lA - Stock 
Driveway 
LENGTH: 
LOCATION: 
2.4 miles 
Hightower Mountain 
T. 9 S., R. 92 W. 
-/}" 
j(. PROPOSED ROUTE .52 
f,. DESCRIPTION: Portion of F.S. Route '264 
• LENGTH: 1.0 miles 
LOCATION: Hightower Mountain Quadrangle 
. , T. 9 S., R. 92 W • 
